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Female figure, Tugby.
Photograph by George Keeping.

Welcome to the latest
Project Gargoyle
newsletter
Time for another Project Gargoyle
Newsletter. Yes it has been quite a while.
But things are back to what passes for normal
again so I wanted to share some latest
developments.
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Full-frontal females
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Does Leicestershire have a female 01949 850631
exhibitionist carving or ‘sheela na gig’? Or
even three? Seventeen years ago Tina Negus
informed me of a couple of ‘possibles’ – one
at Burrough on the Hill and the other in
Rutland at Empingham. But neither seemed
convincing. However in July one of the
Project Gargoyle volunteers, George
Keeping, emailed a couple of photos of a
carving on the corbel table on the north side
of the tower on Tugby church. (See front
cover.)
As George emailed ‘It's clearly female and
the positions of the hands are typical of
sheelas.’ While this is not the most
anatomically detailed medieval carving, the
depiction of breasts and the hands in the
‘right place’ can really only be interpreted as
a female exhibitionist, albeit a rather
‘minimalist’ one. The photograph of the
twelfth century example at Kilpeck in
Herefordshire gives an idea of more maxedout depictions.
The example from Ballyvourney in southwest County Cork, Ireland, is part of the
‘canon’ of accepted female exhibitionists yet
not much more detailed than the Tugby
carving. This Irish carving is still part of rites
by local Catholic women to seek ‘protection’ The twelfth-century female exhibitionist at
during childbirth. Almost certainly the female Kilpeck, Herefordshire.
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Burrough on the Hill.

Empingham.
Ballyvourney. Photograph by Anthony Weir.
exhibitionist pose was intended to ward off
evil – or was simply a gesture of defiance as
attested in eighteenth century English literary
works and more recently in east European
folk customs.
This makes we want to reconsider the
Burrough on the Hill and Empingham
carvings as also being ‘minimalist’ – and
somewhat
bowdlerised
–
female
exhibitionists. Alternatively the Burrough
figure might be a female giving birth. Like
Tugby it is on the corbel table on the north
side of the tower (see photograph on next
page). The dramatic lighting only arises just
before sunset at midsummer. The decidedly
odd, almost hidden location of the
Empingham one, also on the north side,
strongly suggests it was originally elsewhere
but ‘tucked away’ during a restoration –
presumably during the 1894–5 ‘general
The odd location of the Empingham carving.
restoration’ by J.C. Traylen.
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The location of the Burrough on the Hill
carving on the north side oft he tower.
Anyone who has looked at more than a few
medieval figural carvings will be familiar with
the ubiquitous ‘face pullers’. I have long
wondered if medieval people looking at these
face pullers saw them as ‘close relations’ to
female exhibitionists (with tongue pokers
having the same relationship to male
exhibitionists).

A 'classic' face-pulling carving at South
Croxton. The square headdress tells us that
this too is female, and carving between about
1390 and 1410.

Now double the number of
carvings with original paint!
The Festival of British Archaeology is an
annual nationwide ‘campaign’ organised by
the Council for British Archaeology involving
thousands of events during a fortnight in July.
The Leicestershire and Rutland events are
organised by Leicestershire Fieldworkers,
who aim to have the most events in any
county. As part of this year’s Festival I was
invited by David Chubb, a churchwarden at
St Andrew’s church in Coston, to give a talk
about medieval carvings.
When I arrived he gifted me a copy of Dr
Pamela Fisher’s 2021 booklet on the history
of this church. I continued to prepare for the
talk and only read the booklet after returning
home. On page 17 is a photograph of one of
the mid-fifteenth century corbels on the north
side of the nave depicting a musician playing
what is often called a ‘double clarinet’ but
more accurately a double chalumea or
Coston's musician corbel. Photograph by
zummara. In the caption Dr Fisher draws
David Morley.
attention to traces of red paint.
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Right: Goadby Marwood
Photograph by David Jarram.

springer.

Some of you will recall that when I looked at
David Jarram’s photographs of Goadby
Marwood back in 2016 I got very excited
about traces of two shades of brown paint on
a springer in the chancel. When I looked at
David Morley’s photographs of the Coston
corbel, also taken for Project Gargoyle, the
red paint is visible. My apologies to David for
not spotting this before and getting equally
excited.
Below: Four of the mid-fifteenth century
roofbosses at Ashby Folville.

So we now know there are two stone carvings
in Leicestershire with traces of original paint.
Note I said ‘Leicestershire’. There is also
original paint on several of the corbels in the
nave of All Saint’s, Leicester. However they
currently have competition from the
considerably more colourful ‘Van Gogh
Experience’ so the recording of this church
for Project Gargoyle has been deferred.

More information about
Project Gargoyle
is online at
www.hoap.co.uk/gargoyle.htms

There is also extensive original paint on the
mid-fifteenth century wooden roof at Ashby
Folville. Why am I so confident it is original?
Because although there is a reasonably broad
palette of colours there isn’t a bright green.
Green pigments were limited to ‘green earth’
and malachite until copper resinate began to
be used in the late fifteenth century.

Goodbye 'Belvoir angels'
Hello 'Soul effigies'
Although not part of Project
personal ressearch currently
early eighteenth century
('Swithland') slate gravestones
called 'Belvoir Angels'.

Gargoyle my
includes the A typical 'soul effigy' at Nether Broughton.
Charnwood
featuring 'so- of decoration. Especially winged skulls.
Nearest I've come across so far is one in Kent.
I have long been aware that this motif is Please email me if you spot any gravestones
found on memorials a long way from the Vale in and around Leicestershire which seemingly
of Belvoir. And also that they aren't angels, predate the 'soul effigies' of the early
but intended to depict the soul of the eighteenth century. Thanks!
deceased.
bobtrubs@indigogroup.co.uk
Indeed there are 'Belvoir angels' as far away
as New England and Massachusetts,
commemorating early settlers in the New
World. And the other side of the Atlantic
they are still known as 'soul effigies'.
I'm in the process of writing an article
(planned for next year's Leicesttershire
Historian) and a YouTube video outlining this
research. However one especially intriguing
development is that the New World 'soul
effigies' are preceeded by winged skulls.
These are on gravestones from the late
seventeenth century.
So I'm now on the look out for late Winged skull headstone dated 1700 in
seventeenth century gravestones with any sort
St Peter-in-Thanet churchyard, Kent.
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